Host AGM_John says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<Begin mission>>>>>>>>>

CE_Susman says:
:: in Main Engineering, writing the reports for Starbase 69 ::

Ops_Gregg says:
::on bridge at station::

CO_Wendy says:
:;on bridge waiting for reports::

CnsKent-M says:
::in quarters, going over patient records::

XOmathews says:
::sitting in XO chair on bridge::

MO_Asimov says:
:: Heading toward Sickbay for another duty shift ::

CE_Susman (padd.wav)

CE_Susman says:
Computer: Send this reports to Operations

CMOLinard says:
::in her laboratory going over medical files::

CE_Susman (accept2.wav)

CE_Susman (accept4.wav)

Host CO_Wendy says:
FCO: Lay in a course to SB 69

FCO_Rick says:
::at his console::

FCO_Rick says:
CO: Aye

Ops_Gregg says:
::accepts reports from engineering::

FCO_Rick says:
::lays in course for SB 69::

FCO_Rick says:
CO:Course laid in

Ops_Gregg says:
::transfers to a PADD,awaiting more reports to come::

CnsKent-M says:
*XO* Austin, would you like to meet for lunch during your break?

XOmathews says:
*CNS* Yes and what a question ::grin::

CE_Susman says:
:: joking :: *Gregg*: Take care of them. I don't want to write it again :: chuckles ::

Host CO_Wendy says:
FCO: Engage ... warp 3

FCO_Rick says:
CO:Aye

MO_Asimov says:
:: Enter sickbay.. and take over ::

FCO_Rick says:
::engages at warp 3::

Ops_Gregg says:
*Susman* of course sir,will use them for extra fire wood,::grinning::

Host CO_Wendy says:
OPS: Slave Sci to your console ... we seem to be short an officer

CE_Susman says:
*Gregg*: Put it in a force field :: laughs ::

CnsKent-M says:
::types notes into padd on Ens. Jones::*XO* With our schedules? It's better to ask ::laughs:: I'll see you then.

MO_Asimov says:
:: take a look at report from the nights staff.. nothing unusual ::

Ops_Gregg says:
CO: aye sir ::transferring all sci commands::

CMOLinard says:
MO: Morning Doctor.....sleep well?

FCO_Rick says:
::polishes his console::

MO_Asimov says:
CMO: Good morning to you too sir.. yes I had a nice night.. you ?

CE_Susman :: writes in the same PADD Teams' shifts at the station :: (padd.wav)

MO_Asimov says:
:: checking the instruments.. ::

CnsKent-M says:
::finished with the report on Ens. Jones... pages down for next case report... sighs::Self: Lt.Kurthem... geesh

CMOLinard says:
MO: a few rough spots but alright nevertheless

FCO_Rick says:
CO: ETA to SB69 is 12 hours

Ops_Gregg says:
::walks over to the CO: CO: excuse me sir,but here are the reports from engineering,::hands PADD::

CnsKent-M says:
::opens file and begins recording follow-up reports on Lt.Kurthem... pages to next patient::

Host CO_Wendy says:
OPS: thank you ::takes padds::

Host CO_Wendy says:
All: I'll read them in my ready room ...

Ops_Gregg says:
::nods and walks back to my station::

MO_Asimov says:
CMO: Happy to hear it .. ::smile ::.. how's your relationship going with.... eee.. you know.. the engineer.. eee...

Host CO_Wendy says:
::heads to ready room::

Host CO_Wendy says:
OPS: You have the conn

MO_Asimov says:
:; trying to remember the name of the person the CMO talked about a few weeks ago ::

Ops_Gregg says:
CO:aye sir

MO_Asimov says:
:: Still testing instrument.. ::

CMOLinard says:
::looks at MO strangely:: MO: Engineer?...he's the flight control officer now.....Lt. Zaldivar

CnsKent-M says:
::recommendation for LtJG Sandoval, prepares recommendation::

FCO_Rick says:
::looks over at OPS and rolls his eyes....thinking Oh No !!!::

MO_Asimov says:
:: thwap his head :: CMO: Really.. sorry sir.. I don't usually keep track of the different position the crew take..

Host CO_Wendy says:
::puts feet up on desk and prepares to read ... ::

MO_Asimov says:
:: running a diagnostic of the bio-sensors.. ::

Host CO_Wendy says:
::starts to nod off ... zzzzzz::

CMOLinard says:
::laughs quietly:: MO: Quite alright doctor.....I wouldn't be able to keep up myself only I'm dating him.....::smiles::

Ops_Gregg says:
::picking up some strange reading..*CO* sir,picking up some readings on LRS,it looks to be another ship

MO_Asimov says:
:: laugh too:: CMO: So.. how's this relationship going ?

CnsKent-M says:
::recommend that LtJG Sandoval's request for transfer to a SB be granted. Notes that he is suffering separation anxiety from his children since the loss of his wife. He feels that an assignment aboard a station would be safer for the children and that they would be able to spend more time with him there...::

Host CO_Wendy says:
OPS: aye

CE_Susman says:
:: reads Warp field geometry ::

CMOLinard says:
MO: oh like any other...we have our ups and downs....but it's quite fulfilling...he's a joy to be with

Host CO_Wendy says:
::leaves RR and enters bridge::

FCO_Rick says:
::straightens up in his seat::

MO_Asimov says:
CMO: I remember when me and Falba started dating.. .. It was quite enjoying.. .. ::smile ::

Ops_Gregg says:
CO: also looks like it might be heavily damaged,very little power readings

CE_Susman says:
:: decides to take a trip to the Bridge :: Johnson, you have the chair.. Leave it clean, please

CnsKent-M says:
::closes file:: self: that's the last casefile... ::straightens up desk and leaves quarters::

MO_Asimov says:
CMO: Live and enjoy every one of those moment Kathleen.. they are the most important one..

Host CO_Wendy says:
OPS: What type of ship is it?

CE_Susman says:
:: enters the TL :: TL: Bridge

CE_Susman (turbolift.wav)

FCO_Rick says:
::prepares to alter course if needed::

CMOLinard says:
::senses his intense love for Falba and smiles thinking of her feelings for Triton:: MO: Oh don't worry....I know about that all too well....

Ops_Gregg says:
CO: unknown sir,doesn't match any design in our database

Host CO_Wendy says:
OPS: How long until we're within SRS range?

CE_Susman says:
:: reaches the bridge and enters ::

MO_Asimov says:
:; see that the test on the bio-bed 2 is complete.. .. goes to bio-bed 2 ::

CE_Susman says:
:: heads to Engineering II panel ::

MO_Asimov says:
CMO: Good than. I won't have to remind you about it every 15 minutes ::giggling ::

CnsKent-M says:
::walks to the TL, enters::TL: Bridge

Ops_Gregg says:
CO:at this range it is unknown,we may have to change our course

CMOLinard says:
::laughs::

Host CO_Wendy says:
::notes the arrival of the CEO::

Host CO_Wendy says:
FCO: Change course to intercept the ship

MO_Asimov says:
:: finish diagnostic on another bio-bed.. go to bio-bed 4 ::

FCO_Rick says:
CO:Aye

Host CO_Wendy says:
FCO: Increase speed to warp 6

FCO_Rick says:
::alters course::

CE_Susman says:
:: hears the unknown thing and moves to OPS panel :: Gregg: Jim, what do we have?

FCO_Rick says:
::increasing to warp 6::

Host CO_Wendy says:
::thinks a ship in distress warrants going faster::

CnsKent-M says:
::exits the lift onto the bridge, walks to her seat::

FCO_Rick says:
CO Aye

Ops_Gregg says:
CO: ship is in SRS range sir

Host CO_Wendy says:
::nods to Kent::

Host CO_Wendy says:
OPS: Can you hail them?

Ops_Gregg says:
::turns to see Dario: Susman: unknown ship

CnsKent-M says:
::nods to Wendyway... listens to the chatter on the bridge::

Ops_Gregg says:
CO: I'll try sir,::opening hailing frequencies::

Host AGM_John says:
Action: no answer

CE_Susman says:
Gregg: Ohh.... Can you send me the coordinates to Engineering I panel?

Ops_Gregg says:
CO: no response sir

Host CO_Wendy says:
OPS: What are you showing on sensors?

MO_Asimov says:
:: see that the CMO is working on some bio-samples.. ::CMO: What are you working on sir, if I may ask ?

Host CO_Wendy says:
XO: Prepare an away team

Ops_Gregg says:
::nods,and sends coordinates to engineering panel::

XOmathews says:
CO: Aye sir

FCO_Rick says:
OPS: Can we get a visual?

CE_Susman says:
:: moves to Engineering I, and reads the data ::

Host CO_Wendy says:
OPS: Are the environmental controls online?

Ops_Gregg says:
::nods:: ::turns on screen::

Ops_Gregg says:
CO: environmental controls off-line

CnsKent-M says:
::tenses as always at those orders::

FCO_Rick says:
::sees a damaged ship on screen::

XOmathews says:
*Kent, Susman, Linard* You're with me, we're going over

CE_Susman says:
CO/OPS: Then their life support is off-line

MO_Asimov says:
:: hear that someone is calling the CMO via comm ::

Host CO_Wendy says:
XO: you may need environmental suits

Ops_Gregg says:
::nods to dario::

CnsKent-M says:
::looks at the screen::

FCO_Rick says:
::starts feeling Deja Vu::

MO_Asimov says:
:: See that the CMO will have to get going ::

XOmathews says:
*AT* Get into enviro suits

MO_Asimov says:
CMO: It seem that we have run into some unexpected trouble..

CnsKent-M says:
::nods at Austin and heads to the TL::

XOmathews says:
::Enters TL with Anna::

CMOLinard says:
::hears call:: MO: Well duty calls...you're in charge Dr.

MO_Asimov says:
CMO: Aye sir.. I'll get ready in case something goes wrong..

CMOLinard says:
::nods and heads for TR::

CE_Susman says:
:: enters the turbolift ::

CnsKent-M says:
Austin: That ship looks eerie

MO_Asimov says:
:: Get the equipment ready for urgent procedure.. .. check the diagnostic panel to see why the ship as stop.. ::

CE_Susman says:
TL: Deck 3 section 24

XOmathews says:
Anna: Tell me about it

Host CO_Wendy says:
::watches the ship on the viewscreen::

CE_Susman (turbolift.wav)

CnsKent-M says:
::smiles::

CMOLinard says:
::grabs a medkit and environment suit in TR::

FCO_Rick says:
::prepares to drop out of warp on command::

Host CO_Wendy says:
OPS: Are you getting any lifesigns?

Ops_Gregg says:
CO: no lifesigns sir ::sigh::

CE_Susman says:
:: exits the TL and heads to the Transporter room.... Enters ::

MO_Asimov says:
::; Quickly check the files of the AT members in case something happens to one of them ::

FCO_Rick says:
::shakes his head....not again::

XOmathews says:
::exits TL, heads toward TR and grabs an enviro suit::

CnsKent-M says:
::exits TL and walks to the TR, stops long enough to obtain and environment suit::

Ops_Gregg says:
CO: but I am picking up strange energy readings from an unknown origin,very low in nature

CE_Susman says:
:: Puts on EVA suit. Takes a tricorder and a Type 2 Phaser ::

Host CO_Wendy says:
FCO: Bring us to a stop 500 km from the ship

FCO_Rick says:
CO:Aye

CMOLinard says:
::gets into suit while others file in::

CnsKent-M says:
::enters TR, put on suit::

Host CO_Wendy says:
OPS: Energy readings from the ship or another source?

FCO_Rick says:
::drops out of warp and comes to a stop at 500km from the ship::

FCO_Rick says:
CO: At full stop, sir

Host CO_Wendy says:
FCO: Acknowledged

CE_Susman says:
:: ready to go ::

Host CO_Wendy says:
OPS: notify the AT that they can transport

MO_Asimov says:
:: see that everything his ready.. monitor away team condition via the Operations screen ::

Ops_Gregg says:
CO: aye sir, *AT* you are cleared to transport

CnsKent-M says:
::steps onto the pad... looks at the others... ready to go::

XOmathews says:
::steps onto pad::

CMOLinard says:
::checks equipment while getting on pad::

CE_Susman says:
:: stands on the Transporter pad ::

MO_Asimov says:
:: thinking to himself.. " At this distance.. we could even smell them .. "::

CnsKent-M says:
::glances at Austin... ::

FCO_Rick says:
::prepares several escape vectors if needed::

MO_Asimov says:
:: see that the Away Team has not beamed to the ship yet ::

CE_Susman says:
Let's get out if here.. XO: You have the honor :: grins ::

XOmathews says:
chief: Transport

Host AGM_John Action: as the AT looks around the aria obviously has not been disturbed for a LONG time...lots of dust and debris (Transporter.wav)

CE_Susman (transporter_console.wav)

CE_Susman (tranup.wav)

MO_Asimov says:
::monitor away team communication ::

CMOLinard says:
@::runs her tricorder::

XOmathews says:
@::tries to determine what kind of ship it is by the interior::

CE_Susman says:
@:: materializes and starts to scan the area ::

CnsKent-M says:
@::looks around at the dust and debris... ::

FCO_Rick says:
::keeps his eye on the ship and the surrounding area::

MO_Asimov says:
:: Take a look at the sensors information from the Hayden's sensor system.. try to find out if there is any residual organic compound ::

Ops_Gregg says:
CO: the energy sources are fluctuating,getting a bit stronger now

FCO_Rick says:
::wonders if OPS figured out what that other energy reading was yet::

CE_Susman says:
@AT: This ship is not warp-capable.. I'm reading serious fluctuation on the EM band, anyway

Host AGM_John says:
<Tempator> Althera: ~~~~~~~Do you sense them?~~~~~~~

MO_Asimov says:
:: looking at sensor info.. the ship seem to have been abandon a long time ago.. ::

MO_Asimov says:
:; wonder why it was abandon ::

FCO_Rick says:
::wonders if OPS has a lock on the AT, in case we have to leave fast::

MO_Asimov says:
:: sit down and replicate a cup of tea ::

MO_Asimov says:
:: Take a look back at the sensors info and at the away team status ::

Host AGM_John says:
<Althera> Tempator: ~~~~~~~~~Yesssss ....new hosts~~~~~~~~

CnsKent-M says:
@::nods:: AT: The ship appears to have been derelict for years. ::runs hands over a dusty console::

Ops_Gregg says:
::keeps a constant lock on the AT::

XOmathews says:
@::turns a corner::

CMOLinard says:
@::looks around curiously...hearing something unusual.....but brushes it off as part of the ship::

MO_Asimov says:
:: wonder why Linard readings indicate that she's nervous about something .. ::

MO_Asimov says:
:: thinking that this is probably due to the fact that the AT is in a creepy place ::

Host AGM_John says:
<Tempator> Althera: ~~~~~~~~~There are several to chose from, let us wait and chose those which please us~~~~~~~~~~

XOmathews says:
@Dario: Is it possible to read their database?

CnsKent-M says:
@::looks over a console::AT: The markings are like none I've ever seen. CEO: Do you recognize them?

CMOLinard says:
@::looks around to try and recognize any of the panels::

Host AGM_John says:
<Althera> Tempator: ~~~~~~~It will be nice to have form again. These are rather limited specimens, don't you think?~~~~~~~

FCO_Rick says:
::studies the ship on the screen...... wonders where it came from::

CE_Susman @:: scans the panels :: XO: I'm checking it. -- Kent: I don't recall it.. I guess I've never seen them (tricorder.wav)

Ops_Gregg says:
*AT* I have interpret the info you sent back and it appears that the ship is over a thousand years old

CnsKent-M says:
@::dusts off one of the panels to see it more clearly::

XOmathews says:
@CEO: Would it be safe to try to power her up?

Host AGM_John says:
Action: database indicates a catastrohy on ship...just a few files remain

MO_Asimov says:
:: hearing the message sent by the OPS officer.. .. thinking to himself "Gee.. no wonder there is nothing left.. " ::

CMOLinard says:
@::scans alien consoles...nothing familiar::

Host AGM_John says:
<Tempator> ~~~~~~~ Althera: We must not be too choosy. It has been many years and perhaps we can at last escape this tomb. 
~~~~~~~

CnsKent-M says:
@::thinks over a thousand years old? wouldn't it be fascinating to find something of their history::

MO_Asimov says:
:: see that the away team has relax a little.. .. ::

Host AGM_John says:
Action: Lt. Susman and Lt. Kent-Mathews are suddenly immobile. Their expressions change from their normal visage to one of haughty 
superiority and a look of satisfaction spreads across their faces.

CE_Susman says:
@:: taps on the panel :: XO: I don't know, sir. I think It would not be wise.... I'm getting readings from the alien computer. The computer indicates that this ship was 
under a catastrophy.. 

XOmathews says:
@Anna: Are you ok?

XOmathews says:
@Anna: Anna?

Tempator says:
@ahhhhhh..This is what I was waiting for so long time

MO_Asimov says:
:: See that something has change in the Bio-readings coming from Susman and Kent.. .. making his tea spit out ::

XOmathews says:
@CEO: Dario?

MO_Asimov says:
Aloud: What the heck is that..

Althera says:
@::stretches her new body, perfect... smiles ::

MO_Asimov says:
:: Checking sensors readings.. trying to identify the source of the problem ::

CMOLinard says:
@::looks at Anna and Dario..knows they aren't themselves::

MO_Asimov says:
:: sent a message to the OPS officer that something is going wrong with the Susman and Kent.. ::

FCO_Rick says:
::sits and waits for word from the AT::

CMOLinard says:
@::scans Anna and Dario with tricorder::

Tempator says:
:: aims Mathews with the pistol :: Mathews: Hello, you alien.. Will you so pleased to take us to your vessel? -- ~~~~Althera: Lock the female down~~~~~

Althera says:
@::Nods::~~~Tempator: of course my love~~~ ::takes hold of Kathleen::

Ops_Gregg says:
::receiving msgs from the planet from the AT::

MO_Asimov says:
:: wondering what the OPS is waiting for to ask to the away team about what's going on ::

CMOLinard says:
::struggles to get free::

XOmathew says:
@*Hayden* Beam us back to deck 3

Tempator says:
@~~~~Just knock her down, dear ~~~~~

MO_Asimov says:
:: hear the AT is about to be beam back aboard ::

XOmathews says:
@*Hayden* Deck 3!

Ops_Gregg says:
*XO* aye sir ::energizing::

MO_Asimov says:
:: Decide that he should head toward TR 1 immediately ::

Althera says:
@::Hears Tempator::~~~ uses mind to knock Linard down~~~

FCO_Rick says:
::prepares to leave the area::

MO_Asimov says:
:: See that Linard has been knock down ::

Tempator says:
@:: pushes Mathews with the pistol ::

CMOLinard says:
@::grabs helmet and winces...getting very dizzy.....blacks out::

MO_Asimov says:
:: Hope that the OPS will notice what has happened ::

MO_Asimov says:
:; Rush even faster to TR 1 ::

Ops_Gregg says:
::with the transporters still locked,energizes and runs everyone through the bio filter::

MO_Asimov says:
*MO_Ezel*: Asimov to Ezel.. I may need your assistance in Sickbay... please report there immediately..

MO_Asimov says:
<MO_Ezel>:: just about to go to bed:: *MO_Asimov*: I'm on my way..

MO_Asimov says:
:: Arrive to TR1 .. waiting for the AT to arrive ::

Althera says:
~~~Tempator: The feel of this body is wonderful, it has been too long ~~~

Host AGM_John says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<Pause Mission>>>>>>>>>>


